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Tile Style:
All About
Storytelling
by Karen LeBlanc

The Coverings 2019 Global Tile &
Stone Experience, held in Orlando,
brought together ceramic and
porcelain tile manufacturers from
around the globe, debuting the latest
in tile style. This year, self-expression
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COVERINGS 2019 SHOW REVEALS
A NEW DESIGN LANGUAGE IN SURFACES

dictates surface design with fresh
tile colors, patterns and formats.
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this trend “Geometry in Motion.” One

says Ryan Fasan, Tile of Spain consultant

example is Dash by Raw Color with its
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grid-like pattern, random ever-changing

New surface styles mix graphic design
with photography and textile design and

rectangular compositions that combine
different shades and different lengths.

prioritize proportion, color combinations

such as rustic and refined wood looks,
concrete finishes, oversized stone looks
and subway tiles.
I joined Ryan for a guided tour at Coverings to learn about new trends and technologies setting the direction of home
décor. Here are the top trend takeaways
influencing interior design.
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MAXIMALISM
Simple and sleek steps aside for the moreis-more design language of Maximalism,
expressed in tile with bold colors and con-

and artistic experimentation. They offer
fresh alternatives to previous tile trends

Colorker Cascade
black matte and gold glossy

trasting patterns. Maximalism brings a
Caesar Ceramics
Core, Sea

vibrancy to interior design that in recent
years has been zombified with minimalism. Tile designs in clashing prints are
expressed as graphic interruptions in contemporary living spaces without overpowering. Maximalism, on the trend radar
since 2018, gains traction as the leading
design ethos with decadent textures, colorful tones and pattern clashes.

Casa Dolce Casa, Artwork

FEARLESS HUES
Breaking out of the gray area, the latest
tile colors are charismatic, expressing a joie
de vivre. “There is not one single trending
color but rather a range of hues in multiple shades that include diametric saturations,” Ryan says. Expect to see a lot of
contrasting depth of tones layered in the
room and more saturated hues. Shades of
bright blues dominate many new tile collections surfacing in living spaces such as
denim, lapis and turquoise.

Dune, Barro Décor, Sky and Navy
july | august 2019
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TINTED NEUTRALS
Neutrals shed their greige and beige ten-

AMB Atelier
Antique

dencies to take on white with pink undertones and grays with green undertones.
Antique whites soften into sepia yellowish
tones and buttery creams become new
neutrals fueled by a fascination with earth
tones including natural clay and shades

Arcana
Stracciatella

with land effects.

DESIGN ERA MASHUPS
& REVIVALS

PERFECTLY IMPERFECT

Design era mashups dictate new looks ref-

reaffirm an artisanal style that continues

erencing art deco, the Roaring 20s, organic

evolving. The latest look is about perfectly

art nouveau styles and classic geometrics.

imperfect tiles that Ryan says are “lovingly

One example is Luxor by Aparici, a mod-

distressed” and sometimes polished with

ern interpretation of 1920s glamour with

glossy finishes, each piece showcasing the

strong veining and color variations. The

timeworn effects. Perfectly imperfect is

look is about creating a contrast between

about controlled imperfection in the fin-

the past and present, pairing classic styles

ish, irregular edges and soft volumetric

with futuristic designs or vintage with

surfaces that emote a handmade feeling.

Irregular surfaces and imperfect edges

modern styles. Terrazzo reappears from
its heyday in the ’60s and ’70s in an updated
porcelain format with giant multi-colored
Oraitaliana
Cemento 14

flecks in collections such as Stracciatella
by Arcana.

Aparici Luxor

(Back), Lune by Dune Ceramics;
(front), Crackle Metal by Dune Ceramic
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Liquida Ceramica Fioranese

SMALL FORMAT TILE REVIVAL

DRAMATIC VEINING

Small format tiles popular in the early

Stone looks with strong veining are clad-

’90s are making a comeback in 8-inch by

ding walls and surfacing floors in contem-

4-inch and 8-inch by 8-inch sizes. The

porary living spaces. “Popular aggressive

ties. Dark marble looks dominate this

return of encaustic tiles in home design is

stone looks include marble, granites, onyx

stone-inspired tile category, according to

propelling this small tile renaissance as

and quartzite with dramatic veins and

Tile Council of North America. Larger

people express their affinity for historical

patterns,” Ryan explains. One example is

tone-on-tone veins and intense contrast

patterns and motifs, especially early 1900s

Azul Macaubas by Fiandre with its streaks

veining put stone looks in sync with

encaustic tile designs.

of white to azure blue in various intensi-

today’s popular Maximalism aesthetic.

Fiandre Azul Macaubus

july | august 2019
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WALLPAPER-LIKE PANELS
Gauged porcelain tiles continue to grow in

Cotto d’Este
Wonderwall, Frame

popularity with designs ranging from
hyper-realistic natural looks to dark florals and geometric patterns on wallpaperlike panels. Wonderwall by Cotto d’Este
interprets wallcoverings into slabs of durable, ultra-thin, large-format Kerlite porcelain stoneware. The large stoneware slabs
are printed in high definition and contain
fiberglass mesh reinforcement, making
them thin and light yet strong and resistant to humidity.

Bright hues with rhythmic textures, marble looks with bold veining, design era
mashups, perfectly imperfect surfaces,
murals and random patterns are the forefront of design with tile as the storyteller
of today’s living space.
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Karen LeBlanc is host of The Design Tourist series. She travels the globe attending some of the
world’s premiere design events in search of the latest trends, tastemakers and unique finds. Learn
more at thedesigntourist.com.

